
Players stickhandle puck within con�ned space (zone, station, etc.) as
warmup or small area drill. Many progressions or ways a coach can
progress from the simple forwards skating with puck format.
Progressions:

Coach can place objects around the area forcing more moves

Include a variation of underhandling the puck (move around

keeping it on forehand ready to engage)

Move on whistle ex.; skate hard, tight turn, backwards, �gure 8

Be creative (stickhandle through legs, kick the puck, spin-o-

rama, �ip puck in air, one hand on stick, fake and go around)

Coaches spread in zone for give and go, try to knock pucks away

from players. Replace coaches with players

Key Points

Skate with head up

Keep feet moving

Encourage creativity, this is the time to try and learn new skills

HCF 8U Week 2
Time: 5:30 pmDate: Oct 4 2021

Equipment- 6 nets, 10 cones/tires, blue pucks, dividers

Free play 5 mins

Chaos Stickhandling 5 mins



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Goalie 101 0 mins



Fundamental skating options to work on can draw lines on the ice to
help guide players.

Power skating- C cuts, swizzles, strides (full extension,

recovery), explosive starts (V and T)

Edges- inside, outside

Stops/pivots and backwards skating- both directions

Balance- drop to one knee, two knees, two knees and spin,

knees-butt-knees, superman, superman and roll

Add cones at end and have players work on tight turns, pivots,

etc. Add multiple cones to have players continuously skate

around cones

Key Points

Good skating techniques:

strides: knee bend, full recovery under their body, full

extension of legs (push through toe).

turns/stops: two feet on the ice, lean into turns, two

hands on stick

Pass and release shooting. Alternate passes from each side for shot on
goal. Each player can make 3 passes (6 total shots for shooter) before
rotating players. 
Progression:

If pass and release shooting is too complex, have players start

with stationary shooting against the boards (#3). 

Introduce movement for shooter (example #2). Drill still starts

with a pass and shot. After shot shooter must skate to net for

rebound and stop. Then skate out around tire and back in to

receive another pass and shot. Continue driving to the net for

rebound and around tire for multiple shots. 

To work on hand-eye coordination alternate passer standing

behind net looking to de�ect the puck and get a rebound

opportunity

Key Points

Communicate for passes, if player doesn't call don't pass!

For beginners, cushon pass, proper weight transfer and release

towards the net

As players become ef�cient, working on quick release, head up

when shooting

Wave Skating 7 mins

Quick Release Shooting 7 mins



In con�ned area all players are scattered about. Coach introduces half
as many pucks are there are players. Players try to get control of a puck
and protect it from others. Coach lets drill play out for 30 seconds,
after which everyone without a puck leaves the area, coach repeats
with the players left in the zone (players out should be stationary
passing while waiting). Go from 8 skaters, to 4 to 2 for a champion.
Progression- divide players into 2 teams, each team lines up with still
half as many pucks as players. On whistle players race for the puck and
try to keep possession of puck from the other team. Players can pass to
teammates or team up to help create a turnover. After 30 seconds the
team with the most pucks wins. Can decrease amount of pucks in the
zone.

Key Points

Head up and good puck protection technique

Players can skate in a continous pattern around tires/cones setup as
shown. All kids can be going simultaneously and make sure to switch
directions. The focus here is to get kids used to using their outside
edges using a progression of exercised:

Pick up outside leg and hold it in the air on turns. Emphasize

holding the toe of the foot off the ice next to the knee of the

other leg for proper balance.

Progress to using the outside leg for c-cuts while turning on

outside edge of other skate. Emphasize staying low and driving

with the c-cut to increase power.

As kids get comfortable being on the outside edge, introduce

crossovers on the big turns. Stepping up and over inside foot.

Key Points
Using the outside edge is challenging for young athletes and requires
players to get out of their comfort zone. Coaches must remain positive
and make kids comfortable with failing then learning from failures.

Coach spots puck behind net, both players must race to get skates into
the center circle before battling for puck and play it out 1v1. Winner is
on offense, loser on defense trying to skate the puck out.
Progressions:

Instead of defense skating the puck out they can pass to

teammates for change of possession

Coach can add players at any point to create certain matchups.

Players can pass to line to add a teammate and create odd man

situation

Players must execute scissor move with teammate to add

another player

Key Points

Execute proper turns and accelerate to puck

Don't put yourself in a bad situation, go into the boards at an

angle and not stay 2-3 feet away face �rst!

Finders Keepers 7 mins

Continuous Edgework 7 mins

Tomas 1v1 7 mins



Coach calls out number of players to join in scrimmage (1, 2, 3 etc.). On
whistle players playing must skate off before teammates can join the
play. 
Progressions:

Get multiple pucks going and promote heads up play. Players

can only shoot on the goalie if he is looking at them.

Can play full ice, half ice, etc depending on ice availability and

players.

Introduce odd man situations to work on PP/PK habits

Key Points

Make sure goalies are ready!

Heads up!

Russian Scrimmage 7 mins

3v3 with back to back nets 7 mins


